ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

INVESTOR FACILITATION
SOUTH AFRICAN CITIES CAN ACHIEVE HIGH IMPACT RESULTS
BY UNDERSTANDING AND IMPLEMENTING STRUCTURED
INVESTOR FACILITATION POLICIES AND PRACTICES
Global Competition for Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) is intense. Virtually every country, region and city is attempting to attract FDI. Why? because the impact of FDI on the economic and social wellbeing of communities is well understood. It is generally viewed as an important
economic stimulus and complimentary to the myriad of other strands of economic activity such as micro enterprises, small and medium
enterprises, large scale local industries and services, government and state activities etc. As a consequence of intense world-wide location
competition, Investors have very many locations to choose from. This creates considerable pressures on those seeking to target, influence
and win FDI for their locations.

WHAT IS INVESTOR FACILITATION?
The process of attracting FDI is complex and consist of many layers
of activity, and understandably, not all locations can compete as
effectively as various location market leaders. However, one critical
area where all locations can compete and improve performance
and impact is, Investor Facilitation.
In simple terms, investor facilitation is understanding the investor
journey from initial enquiry through to project commencement
and beyond, partnering with the investor in this experience,
recognising investment roadblocks and impediments, and
actively working to overcome investor concerns by smoothing the
investor journey experience.

HIGH LEVEL INVESTMENT
PROMOTION OBJECTIVES FOR
SOUTH AFRICAN CITIES
The Government of South Africa has a clear and determined
policy to attract new FDI to the country and to also aid expansion
of the valuable existing base of investors. Policies and institutions
are constantly being refined and evolved to meet the needs of
existing and new investors.
At a City level, it is vitally important that each Metro develop a
clear strategy for the attraction and facilitation of FDI, based on
the unique circumstances and investor offering of that particular

location. There must be well developed, credible and relevant
investor propositions, facilitated by competent and professional
investment promotion staff - all supported by policies, commitment
and energy of each Municipality leadership. We most recently see
this in eThekwini, through the new, “Invest Durban” strategy and
investment promotion entity. Please see the companion paper
on: Investment Promotion Strategy Development for Cities, which
elaborates further on this.

for companies of any size, but particularly for medium and smaller
investors. Making the wrong decisions may have a catastrophic
impact on the parent company.
When investors evaluate location options they will identify all
the business opportunities and the positives of the short listed
locations.

Global FDI is driven by many and varied factors ranging from
market opportunities in a new region or country to lower cost of
doing business, to accessing key skills or raw materials.

They will also identify all the potential barriers to making that
investment e.g. - land/property availability, unsupportive
government/city policies, low skills levels, length of time to secure
permits, security, restrictive practices, unreliable electricity supply,
corruption, transport and telecoms infrastructure, indigenous
industries, taxation policies, supply chain and business services etc.

Once the investor has decided to embark on creating a new
venture in another location, the company commences a
sometimes lengthy and complex process of location evaluation,
selection, establishment, growth, expansion or decline - this is the
investor journey. The best performing FDI locations in the world,
work hard at aligning themselves with the client as the investor
takes the very many steps on this demanding

It is the responsibility of the investment promotion team in each
City in South Africa to realistically and critically identify all the
potential barriers to investment in your location – generally, and
then specifically for every business sector being appropriately
targeted for that location. This requires an honest and open
evaluation process, which can be aided by the use of objective
third parties.

THE INVESTOR JOURNEY

IDENTIFYING AND ADDRESSING
BARRIERS TO INVESTMENT IN
SOUTH AFRICAN CITIES
Making any form of investment in a new location, particularly
outside their country of origin, is a daunting and high risk initiative

INVESTOR FACILITATION

Once this process has been completed, an informed base line has
been recorded to:
(a) set about addressing some, or all, of these impediments; and
(b) actively helping and guiding potential investors through
these barriers - i.e. investor facilitation.
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CREATING A STRUCTURED APPROACH TO INVESTOR FACILITATION IN
SOUTH AFRICA
When we combine an understanding of the investor journey (above), with a realistic analysis of the barriers to investment in your city
(above), we will see how every city, irrespective of resources, can begin to engage in meaningful investor facilitation through a structured
approach. Below is a sample approach encompassing some key elements:

Investor Stages

Municipality Activities

Initial Long List Evaluation

•
•

Providing high quality, up to date information on all aspects of the City,
especially business
Immediate response to all enquiries

Short List Evaluation

•
•
•

Constructing tailored responses to specific investor enquiries - avoid generic.
Very quick, personalised responses
Understand the specific investor needs

Site Visit/s

•
•

Arrange, manage and accompany investor for full duration of site visit/s
Apply very high standards to all meetings, information and logistics

Incentives/Inducements

•
•

Clearly understand and articulate all available incentives, irrespective of
delivery source
Help client understand and navigate the process

Regulatory Environment

•
•

Have a real knowledge of regulatory steps, by sector
Provide guidance, introductions and monitoring

Facilities Evaluation/Selection

•
•

Know details of all appropriate sites/buildings
Provide introductions – advise on location, access, timing, permits, process/
prices

Business Community Connection

•
•

Provide appropriate introductions to wide business community
Connect with all relevant service providers

Start-up and Establishment Phase

•
•

Very close contact with start up management team – weekly/monthly
Offer advice/guidance/introductions

Investor Frustration Management

•
•

Closely watch/ask for impediment issues
Volunteer to be problem solver – go between

Post Establishment

•
•

Maintaining regular contact with local management.
Ask about progress – look for signs, positive& negative – volunteer assistance

Expansion Seeking

•
•

Discuss & encourage expansion possibilities
Help the local management team to present the best expansion investment
case to the parent company and others
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CONCLUSION

A number of Municipalities in South Africa currently engage in
positive investor facilitation, for example - Western Cape through
WESGRO, in Tshwane through Tshwane Trade and Investment
Department and Tshwane Economic Development Agency
(TEDA), In Ekurhuleni through it’s Catalytic Projects Committee
and in eThekwini through Invest Durban and the Catalytic team.

The provision of these investor facilitation services, supports and
advice is extremely
valuable to investors - in fact in many cases, far more valuable than
financial incentives. You may not fully see, nor appreciate the view
and perception of your city that a new investor has - it is quite
often not as positive as you would hope.

SHORT, MEDIUM AND LONG TERM
BENEFITS FOR YOUR CITY

The key initiative for South African cities is; -

This is fundamentally a mind set and operational behaviour
shift, rather than a high cost initiative. Some additional executive
resources will be required, but many of the best investor facilitation
activities can be undertaken by existing resources and personnel.

put yourself (your City) in the shoes of the investor, see the
world and particularly your city, from his/her perspective
and take the journey together, addressing challenges
and smoothing progress, for the long-term benefit of the
investor and the city.

These relatively low cost initiatives are within the knowledge and
control of the city to understand and address. The impact, however,
can be almost immediate. Truly partnering with new enquiring
investors and perhaps, more importantly, existing investors, to
listen, understand the investment constraints and conveying a
strong proactive willingness to intervene and problem solve.

Resources devoted to investor facilitation should definitely not be
viewed as a cost – the return on investment for the city far exceeds
the cost as this proactive approach definitely results in more
investments won and expanded. Not engaging in proper investor
facilitation is a seriously wasted opportunity and will definitely
result in lost investment, now and in the future.

Realistically, all investor issues can not be easily addressed, but
a surprisingly large number can, and once this is understood by
investors, positive outcomes will ensue.

This knowledge note was prepared for the South African Cities Support Programme (National Treasury)
with the support of the Swiss State Secretariat for Economic Affairs (SECO) and the World Bank.
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